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AMP's journey from 1 all the way to 11
...
....
..
by liam skoyles
ltsOJJ()()()@utdallas.edu

A Modest Proposal is about to pass the threshold
of maturity wherein the organization outlives its
original members. While not a founding member
of AMP I've contributed to all but two issues and
feel that I am in a unique position to talk about the
history of AMP before I graduate at the end of this
semester. Like all organizations, AMP is a direct
reflection of the quality of the people associated
with it, and I would like this piece to be a testament
to the many people who have made AMP w]lat it is
today.
AMP was created in late 2004- by a small group
of students who thought campus needed a more
prominent forum for student opinioqs. At the time
1he Mercury whose 'policies have since changed,
determined which story each "staff writer" covered
and required writers to commit to producing
multiple articles. That made sense for a traditional
campus newspaper but left little space for students
to publish their opinions. Students had to serve a
lengthy stint as a staff writer to earn the right to
have their opinions published, and even then the
content was scrutinized.
The founders of AMP decided student opinions
deserved a better outlet. They begged and pleaded
for just enough startup money to go to press for a
semester. The first issues were produced in a cramped
Waterview bedroom with gallons ofcoffee, borrowed
computers, and illegally downloaded software.
As underground as a newspaper could possibly be,
AMP defiantly printed controversial articles about
polit.ics, campus, and :;ocial issues. Contri~utors'
could submit whehever ~hdy wanted without 'a ny
obligations and were free to wrl.te about any topiC.
,Articles were judged solely on their writing
style rather than the opinion they espoused.
As AMP Founder Bobby Janecka

described, "We had high standards for writing, and
no standards for opin~on." They also felt that any
paper relying on advertising revenue for its existence
would never be truly free to print controversial ideas,
s~ they decided to make the paper ad-free and freely
available to students.
• There were real questions about the viability
of such a philosophy, though: how could AMP
ensure that it cover issues important to students,
consistently fill its pages, or exist as a publication
without income?' The founders of AMP, though,
were confident that students would write about the
same issues they would want to read, that UTD had
enough intelligent, well-spoken students to fill the
writing demand, and they had faith that this kind of
publication would become an integral part ofUTD.
They were right.
With each passing semester, more students read,
write, edit, design, and contribute to AMP. We
have outgrown our ad-hoc funding and informal
editor selections by incor~orating ourselves into
the Student Media department. Our editors are
appointed through a rigorous process, and.we receive
student- fee money to produce our publication.
Despite the transformation of AMP. as a lasting
campus institution, we have stayed true to the
founding beliefs of t~e.- paper: Contributors are
free to write about whatever piques their interest,
there are still no obligations, and, most importantly,
articles are judged solely on the strength of their
writing without regard to their opinion. We are still,
and will forever be, free from the burden of catering
to advertising when dealing with controversial
opinions.
AMP has also become a real online presence in
recent years. Our web traffic has grown exponentiallyand the forums are filled with comments after every
issue. AMP extends its defense of free speech into
the digital realm, ensuring no comment will ever be
deleted, altered or banned in any ~ay.
'·
•
·

ii

'We had high stan~ards for
writing, and no standards for

op1n1on.'
- - - ,' '
With our incorporation into the Student Media
department AMP has reached a real milestone; it is
now more difficult for the paper to die than for us to
continue publishing. For ytars too much of our time
at AMP was spent fighting to ensuring the continued
existence of the paper. This meant we were unable to
fully dedicate ourselves to the creation of the best
issues possible. Now, with institutional backing, we
are beginning to produce what the founders originally
envisioned: an established opinion publication that
can print submissions without fear .of repercussion
or censorship.
.
AMP also knows alumni often look online first to
find connections with their alma mater. We want ~o
cater to the growing group of students who will look
to AMP to stay in touch with UTD.
The future of AMP is bright. 'Student Media at
UTD has matured into a force to be reckoned with.
We are in the design stages for a new suite that will
finally unifY the various parts of Student Media (The
M ercury, Radio UTD and AMP).
AMP has become an essential part of campus.
Students rely on us not only to publish their opinions
but also to expose them to ideas they may not come
across elsewhere. For five years, AMP has worked to
establish its place on campus. We have our fans and
our critics, but few can deny AMP works to amplify
the voices of the students, and this is something I hope
will always be a part ofUTD, my alma mater. •

Liam SJuryles has bem with liMP through more than a tlo:un etlittm,
· four tlijftrmt offices, and two presitknts, buJ he rtill (IJn't ¥tl

From humble beginnings, AMP hu grown into a vibrant, indispensable part of student life. Photo courtesy ofWikimedia Commons
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our Mind
A student organization takes on voter apathy
So how do SPEAK and other organizations encourage
college students to make that impact? It's not by simply
· suggesting that stUdents just take five minutes to complete
a public opinion poll on CNN.com. Our generation needs
to get active!
Examples of student activity abound in AMP, wherein
students express strong views from all points on the political spectrum. SPEAK encourages students to go beyond
writing about their different views by facilitating face to face
debate, interaction with students all over campus, dissemination of information about candidates and current events,
Q&A. sessions with politicians, Rock the Vote campaigns,
and more.
Will students ever really get active? Well, in its first two
semesters as an official student organization, SPEAK held
two separate voter-registration drives and registered over
350 college students to vote.
· What about political savvy? Have you ever wondered
how to register to vote? Have you ever lacked the free time
to C<.tch the news? Have you ever overheard a conversation
abotJ.t politics only to wish you knew more about the topic?
f:PEAK is relevant to you because its goal is to eliminate
those obstacles. Though many students are under the impression that political savvy and involvement are confined
to the realm of political science majors, it doesn't have to be
the case. In fact, it isn't.
Every other week during the semester, anyont can pick
up a quick snippet of both local and national news in front
of the Comet Cafe on the way to your five-dollar footlong:
SPEAK will be there to hand out a short summary of political events. Or you can stop by the group's trusty booth
to chat about all things political ... and non-partisan of
course.
Contrary to popular belief, the 'typical' college student
can also frequently be seen gathering around the Spirit
Rocks to debate about topics like presidential candidates
_ or gun control.
"""'""--.-..".~
SPEAK is a living testament to the fact that college stud~s can, have, and will make a difference. Its members have
contrasting political beliefs and study subjects ranging from
computer science and biochemistry to history and politicalscience. SPEAK wants to prove that the 'typical' college student is atypically active. Students should stay informed about
their surroundings, and they should be involved in the political process. If you are curious about a canclldate, confused
about a current event, or just looking to get more involved,
all hope is not lost. Use your 12 percent influence. Disprove
the stereotype. Shape the community you inhabit. Use
your voice. If you want to encourage your fellow students to
SPEAK out visit www.utdallas.edu/org/SPEAK..

such low percentages of voter turnout and thus squander
their potential political power. How can· we reverse this
situation? We can take a cue from motivational tactics that
have worked in the past. According to CIRCLE, half of
the
students who voted in the 2004 presidential election
by megan newman and
recalled
being encouraged by a fellow student to take the
dina shahrokhi
first step and register to vote.
mnewmaS@gmailcom
dms067()()()@urdallas.edu
In the spring of2008, a few Comets decided to use such
strategies to mobilize our campus. But before they mobi·The typical college student is lazy. All he does is eat (free . lized, they organized. It all started in a typical Waterview
~za), sleep {until after noon), and play WoW. College stuliving room, with five students trying to come up with a
nts aren't really all that concerned with what's happening witty acronym. The name SPEAK emerged, embodying
tside their study bubble.
principally commitment to a new volume of expression
False! Those stereotypes do not hold true. Our opinion's that had not yet been seen on campus.
matter, we do care, and our votes can make a difference!
Students for Political Education, Action, and Knowlis high time that college students start SPEAKing out.
edge (SPEAK) believes that things should be different..
In 2004, about 42 percent of alllS-to-24-year-olds vot- SPEAK believes that young voters should fully utilize their
' according to the Center for Information and Research on right to shape the environment of the nation they will one
vic Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE). In that same day lead.
ar,John Kerry, the Democratic presidential candidate, lost
George W Bush by only 2 percent of the popular vote. In
OS,John.McCain lost to Barack Obama by only 7 percent
the vote. According to the U.S. Census, college students
ilke up roughly 12% of the total number of eligible
ters in the United States. What does all this
ta mean? It means that, in terms of
e popular vote, college students
d the ability to affect the
tcome of the last two
esidential elections.
It is deplorable that
e very institutions
signed to create
educated citmry yield

-'
.udents debate at the Spirit Rock. intensely. trying to influence the crowd. lllus~rati,on by lewis chang

Mtgan Ntwman ar~d Dir~a Shahroflhi moonlight as mimts...
those hypo(T'ites.
J:?iscuss thi!.artule at amJI.utdaii'Voedu!
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uckers
UTD's meager offerings drive _away current and potential students
tions. I have high aspirations, and when I submit my stands, everyone is logging onto his favorite newspaapplication to US News and World Report or the New per's website to get his fill of c~rrent events. ConsiderYork Times, I don't want them to wonder what the hell ing UTD's well-known programs in internet technolI studied in college. I want the_m to know I majored in ogy, we are in a perfect position to take advantage of the
Journalism without having to explain it."
new direction ofjournalism.
by jessica huseman
At first, that seemed harsh. However, when I thought
UTD could position itself at the head of a new jourjessicalaurenll@gmail.com
about it, I realized that she's right. I mean, I wouldn't nalistic era and create an internet journalism major,
have come to UTD-ifits political science program were which would fit perfectly with journalism's new direcWhen I decided to come to UTD last spring, I had an "Interdisciplinary Studies Program with a concen- tion. Since UTD has just added a graduate program .
pretty much pushed journalism out of consideration tration in Political Institutions." That just seems shady. in emerging media and communication, a comparable
and decided that political science was enough. I felt As an incoming student, I would have doubted the ef- . undergraduate program does not seem to be that big a.
that, if journalism ever did pop back into my mind; I fectiveness of the program, and whether or not a future stretch.
From my experience with A Modest Proposal and
could start working for the school newspaper to sate employer would accept it as legitimate, .regardless of
- 7h; Mercury, I've seen that both are in constant need
my desire to write. Because really, journalism is dead, how good the program might be.
right?
But why doesn't UTD have a journalism program? of more participation and quality writers. I don't doubt
When my craving to write hit me hard at the end of Journalism isn't dying, it'sjust switching venues. Instead that Radio UTD is feeling the pinch of under involvelast semester, I threw myself into both the Mercury and of picking up newspapers and magazines from news ment and that UTD-TV will run into the same prob-lem. Adding a Journalism m~jor would send a flood of
A Modest Proposal and wrote as much as I could. Yet, it
wasn't enough. I want to major in journalism, and the
students to th9se organl.zations.
Those student-run programs would benefit from
only way to do that is by transferring. So I did.
professional instruction that could be given by experiNow, I . realize that UTD has an Interqisciplinary
enced professors from the field ofjournalism; instead of
Studies program with a concentration iQ communications, but is that really a journalism major? Not to dis·attracting students that just want to write, those papers
count the students who are currently pursuing this procould attract not only students who want to write but
also students who want to help with the daily·ins and
gram or the program itself, but if I were a high school
student, or a community college student, looking for a
outs of running student media programs. It could also
university offering journalism, UTD's would be one of
lead to more creative news-reporting and student news
the last progr?Jlls I wQuld choose.
that is actively read by the student body.
To cater more to students interested in journalism,
Unfortunately, I do not foresee a journalism major
in UTD's near future, which is a real shame considUTD set up a transfer agreement with Richland Comering how much good it would do for the university
munity College targeted at journalism students. The
·Q 6lJt
program places students with an associate's degree in
and the number ofjournalism students UTD loses ·each
journalism, broadcast journalism, or advertising/public
year. Until UTD provides a program that can be labeled
relations from Richland in the Interdisciplinary Studies
journalism, I believe it will continue to miss out on stuC)'1
dents who could do great things for UTD.
program. Although that sounds like an awesome idea,
So, peace out UTD. It's been real. •
a lot of Richland students are passing it up in favor of a
diploma that says they majored in journalism.
A friend of mine currently attends Richland and
Jmica Huseman iJ actually lea.ving to avoid extradition charges.
heard about the program from her advisor. She promptDiscuss this artifle at amp.utdallas.edu!
ly turned it down. When I asked her why she said, "I When you show an employer"lnterdisciplinary Studies with
not focus in communica- concentration in communication" this is what they actually see.
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Trash the Current Plan
Lack ofresources, not support, hamper UTD recycling
of Reslife trustingly and generously
granted permission for the bins
deployment, there was ·only enough
manpower for 12 to be installed (and
even those put a strain on the diligent
by lindsay be rnsen
lindsay.bemsen@yahoo.com
Facilities Management staff).
In addition, Sustenants had to
During the past few months, the promise to keep those bins only for the
residents of Phase 8 (or at least, of 10-week duration of the competition
buildings 53-58) became accustomed because of the concerns about emptying
to easy-access recycling: On the ground them. Some students, however, believe
floor of .each building, in the nook there is enough interest to keep the
beside both stairwells, there were two bins as a viable option.
.
cardboard receptacles, one on either
"1nne receptacles were still
side of the building.
·
emptied in a timely enough
A sign on each read, "RecycleMania," manner to classifY them as an
and explained not only what could and improvement to the landscape,
could not be recycled within, but also and the fact that they were
the nature of its presence.
constantly full proves that
Sustenants,
a
student-driven students are ready to
organization
on
campus
that incorporate recycling as
supports environmental activism and a basic part of the waste
system,"
sustainable development, lobbied management
for the receptacles so that UTD according to Alison Beatty,
could participate in the nationwide founder of Sustenants and
"RecycleMania" competition, which unrivaled tree-hugger.
(according to its website, recyclemania.
Furthermore, she noted, the
com) uses university-submitted data contamination rate of the recyclables
to measure which" universities collect was almost zero: there was .no reckless
"the largest amount of recyclables or irresponsible recyclfng of nonper capita, the largest amount of recyclable items.
total recyclables, the least amount of
But, alas, as per the initial promise,
trash per capita, or have the highest the receptacles, though well-used
recycling rate."
and oft full, could not stay forever,
Out of more than 510 participating an unfortunate detriment to having
schools, UTD placed sixth in the students recycle.
While environmentalists sometimes
amount of paper it recycled; of a
total of 23.63 cumulative recy.cleable hesitate to admit it, recycling is often a
pounds per person recycled here during matter of convenience; when students
the competition, a whopping 20.62 have to walk in one direction for waste
cumulative recycleable pounds were (necessary) and another for recycling
paper.
(arguably optional), plastic milk jugs
The total includes recycling placed in and old newspapers tend to make their
compactors and offices as weU as in the way into the trash bin.
bins, the bins themselves were integral
When every student living on
to achieving the true RecycleMania campus has ready acces~ to a personal
purpose: augmenting (rather than kitchen but not-quite-so-ready access
simply counting) recycling. Yet, despite to a recycling bin, that sad fact is
the rousing success the bins had, UTD especially true.
still has many obstacles on the path to
It was hoped that the competition
true change in recycling.
would encourage environmentally
AlthoughBron Clayton, the Building friendly behavior and an awareness of
Services Sup,ervisor, worked tirelessly the amount of recyclable waste each
to secure 100 of the receptacles, and apartment produces. The proof that
Matthew Grief and Chris Coleman it has lies in the fact that students

( (

People come to me with great ideas all the
time about where more receptacles should be
placed, and the only thing holding us back is that
Facilities really just doesn't have the manpower:

11

Facilities M anagement and
Residential Life are in the process
of re-evaluating and modifying the
are noticing the bins' absence - and current system. Informing them of
complaining. There have even been the student body's desire for increased
proposals to the Alumni Fund for recycling access will allow them to
plastic receptacles, which are more assess the necessary manpower and
resilient in bad weather, to replace incorporate it into their new plan.
the less resilient, temporary car?board
For the interested, there are plenty
ones.
of other environmentally friendly
"People come _ to me with great movements and activities that have
ideas all the time about where more taken place or are shaping up around
receptacles should be placed and the campus:
only thing holding us back is that
Students
for
Environmental
Facilities really just doesn't have the · Awareness had an Earth Day booth
manpower to collect it all. This situatio.n on April22; JosefVelten, the president
will probably worsen when the new of the Renewable Energy Club, is
dorms, cafeteria, etc. all open up next looking for brazen mathematicians and
engineers to help him design and build
year," Beatty said.
With that ·new buildiJ:ig on its way, a windmill to provide clean wind energy
there are only two possible options: a to a building on campus; Sustenants is
ne~ recycling and waste management beginning the bold task of neutralizing
strategy or an even more overworked UTD's environmental footprint.
For the minimalist, there is always
Facilities M anagement team. Of the
tomorrow's
trash .to be sorted, and a
two, change, in the form of increased
short
walk
to
the recycling compactor
staffing or better equipment or a new
routine, seems more li.¥ly.
to be made. •
Therefore, if there is such a thing as
perfect time to pus~ forthe.reinstatement
Lindsay Bernsm has afroer, and lhe
of the RecycleMania bins (or something
only presrripti011 is more recycling.
similar), that.time is now., .
Discuss this artith at qmb.utfiq/Jqs.tdu/

.
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UTD 1n Pers_pective
Where orange and green fits into the color spectrum·

by ben dower
kaiser.benjamin@gmail.com

For three-fourths ofmyundelgraduate
career at UT Dallas, I wondered whether
I had made a mistake in coming here. I
went to high school in North Austin,
and like most of my class, when it came
time to look at colleges, my first thought
was UT. Truthfully, I was overwhelmed
by the process of selecting a university. I
had no idea where I wanted to go, what
criteria were important to me, or how to
approach the process.
My father has a Ph.D in chemistry,
so he urged me to check out some
science-oriented schools, even though
my interests were more in history,
government, and economics. Because
he was so emphatic aqd because I had
no direction of my own, I attended
a UTD Scholar's Day and heard
Dean Michael Coleman talk about
UTD's nanotechnology program and
undergraduate research opportunities.
In the end, I only applied to three
schools: Rice, UT, and UT Dallas. Rice
rejected me, but I got in to both public
universities.
Mter
much
hesitation
and
procrastination, I chose UT Dallas. UT
Austin was too big, too much like high
school (since much of my graduating
class would end up there), and too close
to my parents. The drive from Austin

to Dallas seemed far enough, but not
too far, and UTD seemed like a good
medium-sized school. I didn't have
any real love for the university, and I
certainly wasn't one of the freshman
you would see whooshing from the first
day they stepped foot on campus. It just
seemed like as good enough choice as
any.
For the next three years, I suffered
from a "not-UT" inferiority complex.
It's hard to put into words why I felt so
insecure about UTD. After all, I knew it
was a good school, and I had received a
generous scholarship. But somehow, as
someone who lived in Austin, got into
UT, and then chose not to go there, I felt
a constant need to justifY my decision to
my Longhorn friends.
.
I didn't fully appreciate the depths
of my own insecurity about my college
choice until I served as Student
Government President in 2007 -=-08. Even
as the highest elected representative
of the students, I still felt a lingering-anxiety gnawing in the back of my mind
- was it okay to eschew the flagship
school in favor of another in the same
System?
Did my associates at UT know
UTD was more than just a trumped- up
community college? Did they think I
was somehow second-rate because I had
another letter in my university's name?
Perhaps I am just riddled with
overwhelming personal flaws, but I
would like to think this is indicative of
a larger trend .among the thousands of
· UTD students who could have gone
to any number of more recognizable

schools but 'instead chose UT Dallas.
It is only now, after serving as the
studentregentofThe UniversityofTexas
System, I am able to fully appreciate the
way UTD fits into the broader picture
of higher education. Touring other
academic institutions in the UT System
and learning about their strengths
and specialized missions has given me
valuable insight into the attributes that
make UT Dallas unique.
I can now say, with absolute
conviction, that this school is more than
just "UT" with a "D" trailing after it.
UT Dallas is a powerhouse of learning
whose reputation is beginning to catch

up to its achievements.
Without getting into specifill.
I'd like to broadly outline ho~ UTD
differs from its peers and to ..v.,...,;,,.•
the positive traits that make
campus a special place. This is in no
a comprehensive survey of everything
that sets this caJ?pus apart, but these an
aspects that struck me the most.
UT Dallas has a distinctive history,
and I would argue it is impossible
understand this institution wi
an appreciation of the way it
the evolution of this campus. " '""""'~"
as a graduate research center in 1961,
the institution focused on research

{. t· Even as the highest elected representative
of t~e students, I still felt a lingering anxiety
gnawing in the back of my mind -was it okay_ .
to eschew the flagship school in favoc of another
in Jhe,.same System? Did my associates at UT
kn~v.i UTD was more than' just a_frumped-up
commun-ity college?_
·~

'

·I

''

Regent Dowe; loves him some Temoc. Photo courtesy of b~n dower
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and science. Even after becoming The programs, including a greater focus
U niversity of Texas at Dallas in 1969 on the arts and humanities, has grown
and admitting undergraduates in 1975, considerably. With size comes the need
the emphasis on academic excellence for diversification. The great challenge
continued. UT Dallas prides itself on for this campus moving forward will be
its undergraduate as well as graduate balancing the rewards of specialization
research opportunities. Giving students upon which we built our international
practical, hands-on experience outside · reputation, whiJe at the same time
the classroom has always been an maturing into a healthy, well-rounded
important part of the school's identity.
institution. This process began before
Expanding from a graduate-only my graduating class stepped foot on
school has also given UT Dallas the campus and will continue long after we
ability to control its own development. have moved on.
The development I just described
Like the life cycle of a star, students only
see a small snapshot of the campus's would not have been possible without a
progression. Historically speaking, UT powerful administrative awareness of the
. Dallas has elected not to offer a full range UT D allas institutional mission. Until I
of programs, recognizing that a campus sat on the Board of Regents, I assumed
that tries to do everything will struggle that a mission statement was a generic
to achieve distinction in anything. This set of lofty principles with no relevance
is particularly true for a smaller school . to day-to-day campus functioning. I had
still working on establishing itsel£
no idea how important these principles
Instead, UT Dallas has sought pre- were for guiding policy.
For example, in the first sentence
eminence in its area of concentration
and used its standing to fuel its growth. of their mission statement, UT
When coupled with generous academic Brownsville vows to "provide accessible,
scholarships, this has led to a reputation affordable, postsecondary education of
built not only on quality student high value." UTBffSC is situated in
programs, but also on quality students. one of the poorest regions in the United
This model has fueled steady campus States, with a per capita income of only
growth without lowering the quality of $9,762, as of the year 2000. Because
the school serves such a low-income
education or admission standards.
Now that the student population has area, accessibility and affordability are
passed the 15,000 mark, the demand a key part of their identity, and they
for a more comprehensive array of do an outstanding job of providing a

UT Dallas
UT Arlington

e

e •.

UT Tyler

UT Southwe ste rn . .
UT Permian Ce nt er
UT Health
Basin

UT Austin.
_ _...;..u_T San Antonio•

•
Branch

U T Brow nsville
With IS institutions in The UT System, what sets UTD apart? Image by ben dower

The great challenge for this campus moving _
forward will be balancing the rewards of
specialization upon which this school has built its
international reputation, while at the same time
.
maturing into a healthy, well-rounded institution., '
quality education to an under-served
population. Their administration is
genuinely in touch with the needs of
their community.
If you haven't already, I encourage
you to look at the UT Dallas mission
statement, because I think it says a lot
about the values and the priorities that
guide administrative policy. In it, we
emphasize excellence, research, global
innovation, technology, synergy with
the community in both the public and
private realms, and national leadership.
All these values are central to our selfperception and steer future growth.
Whether mission drives policy or policy
drives mission, these simple phrases
go a long way to setting us apart from
other schools.
The final aspect of UT Dallas I
wish to touch on is our international
approach and scope. This school is selfconsciously cosmopolitan. Whether it
is through our Confucius I nstitute, the
interactions that occur through research,
or even challenging Serbia in chess, this
campus looks far beyond the DallasFort Worth area.
Equally
important
are
our
international students. Not every
school has such a diverse community of
students. Fifteen percent of our student
population comes from countries such
as India, China, Taiwan, South Korea,
and Mexico, to rattle off our top
countries of origin. These individuals
not only add value through their own
contributions, they also improve the
quality of education for everyone. Our
international students give everyone
the opportunity to interact with people
from vastly disparate backgrounds
and to learn to work with others who
~ay have different cultural values and
perspectives.
I remember being in class with a
student who had never heard of"original
sin," a Judeo-Christian belief with
which our professor simply assumed
everyone was already familiar. The
subsequent discussion about the various
philosophical and religious explanations
for the origin of evil added value to that

class that would never have happened in
a homogenous environment.
For those of us who never had the
opportunity to travel abroad, these
interactions offer a small chance
to experience that type of cultural
exchange.
Now that I am graduating, I will
finally be headed to UT, this time for
law school. As excited as I am about the
three years of grueling studies that await
me, I an't help but look back and reflect
on all this campus has given me. As a
regent, I feel a certain affinity and even
affection toward all 15 UT institutions.
But nothing will compare to the pride I
have for my own alma mater.
UT Dallas is an outstanding public
university, among the finest in Texas.
This ins6tution has provided m e with an
outstanding undergraduate education,
and I cannot imagine being the person I
am today without the experiences I had
here. I am so thankful that I chose to be
a Comet.
Whoosh. •
Bm Dower iJ riddltd with overwhdmi11g perso11al

flaws, but~ low him anyway.
Disnm this artick lit amJ>.wtdalllls.edu!
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The Financial leadership
Association
Collaboration with experiencedpeers
gives.UTD business students a leg up
by vincent tran
vtran31@gmailcom

As an undergraduate finance student in
The team jumped for joy wh~n we made- fessionals were willing to give to a group of
the School of Management, I often asked $5000 (virtual) by holding an oil contract. college students. The whole event was possible
myself what the next step in my academic Then we would react with. flabbergasted anger because one of the leaders of FLA knew one
and.professional path should be. Sure, l w.as when that same oil[~o~tra~ plullimeted in of the wealth managers fairly well. Because of
doing w~ll. ~ my cla,s.ses, ar1_d had look,fi:.:~:r . price ·and Vf.e lost tWJce ~hat we ~earned. Our this ·connection; a<dozen finance students got
some internships, but the big picture still undergraduate team end_ed up finishing fifth, to pick the brains of wealth managers at one
eluded me.
beating schools like Yale and Rice, and UT of the largest banks in the United States .
Another event fLA participates in the
On the recommendation of a professor, I Dallas' graduate team finished first, winning
joined the Financial Leadership Association $3000 in prize money.
is the Student Managed Investment Fund
(FLA), then called the Fmancial ManageAltogether, it was a great experience, where (SMIF). In the SMIF, the FLA invests virment Association (FMA). The FLA is a pro- everyone got to learn outside the classroom. tual money in the stock market. Each person
fessional network of UT Dallas undergradu- The second part of the competition, however, investigates a stock in which they believe the
ate and graduate students interested in the was even more eye opening. Called an open fund should invest, creates a research report,
world of finance.
outcry, UT Dallas traveled to Houston to coni- and delivers a presentation, after which a
What surprised me most about FLA was pete against the same teams in a mock trading group votes to accept or reject the stock.
the sheer experience of many of its members. floor. Meant fo simulate the New York Stock
Partnering with the Comet Center, the
Many of them had worked for years in hedge Exchange, stu<lents from across . the country FLA has recentiy started a series of financial
funds, investment banks, and wealth manage- acted as traders, buying and selling stocks. I workshops, called "Dollars and Sense." Open
ment companies. As an undergraduate with began to understand what it meant to be on to all students, "Dollars and Sense" teaches
no relevant work experience, the exposure the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, the financial skills all people need: how to
was exhilarating.
with the frantic pace, the stress and urgency diversify a portfolio, manage qedit, etc. I was
able ~o attend the. last workshop this semesAs they say, the best way of learning is and the sheer exhilaration.
by doing, and FLA provides great opportuFLA . gives students the ·opportunity to ter, in which the portfolio manager ofa local •
nity for experiential learning. FLA also gives meet well-established members of the busi- firm told us about his investment strategies.
·members l!. chance :to participate in the' New. ·· ness ·! community by, on site visits, iri which '·an:d now students should invest. .
York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) ·com- members go to a:company and meet its manI cann?t fully convey the peJ;Sonal' ·and
petition. The NYMEX competition involves agers and ·owners. Organizing one such visit professional benefit I have reaped from par30 universities _: including schools such as was to the wealth management division of ticipating in FLA. College education and
Yale and Rice- to see which schools can Wells Fargo.
the college experience is largely incomplete
trade imaginary stocks most effectively, both
Mter a quick tour and a nice lunch, we got without professional organizations, and every
electronically and in person.This competition to talk for more than three hours with the vice student should join one. I enco~age anyone
was done·via the trading offuture contracts of president of this division and his -team. We with any interest in business 'to join FLA. It
oil and gas, whic_h are promises to buy or sell a talked not only about how to construct a good has provided me immeasurable experience
product at some point in the future.
portfolio but also what traits and experience and will provide it to you too. For more infor. On the undergraduate team, we used a they look for in potential employees, the skills mation visit www.flautd.com•
program that simulates the software. used by · ontmeeds to be a.suecessfuJ in finance, and the
thos~ )Vho trade these contracts profession:- . !'pitfalls to avoid as one enters the industry.
Vince actually goes to these meetings to use the phrase
ally,~perienGing the thrilling highs and lows " · It was truly ~hocking to see~ how much
"givin'you the business" as often asposs-ible.
time, interest, and attention these busy pro. ,'· of day trading.
Discuss this artidl! atgm,t>.utdallas.-edu!
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The Truth of the Matter
Mediating the mistakes ofa misguided media

by matt wade
mrw031000@utdallas.edu

The recent actions and words of Pope
ignited a firestorm of con>versy among individuals and world
edia. The teachings of the Catholic
burch have always been subject to
iticism, but clarification is imperative
hen that criticism is a result of misinrmation and misrepresentation by the
edia. Such criticism distorts the truth
· ignoring the context of the Pope's
1tements and misstating Church tration. When the Pope's statements are
ken in context and Church tradition is
ued accurately, their intent is apparent:
guide the world to truth.
A recent New York Times article about
dulgences gives evidence of mainstream
isunderstanding of Church teaching.
has been said that the "Church's retroduction of indulgences" is evidence
' Pope Benedict XVI's archaic attitude;
>wever, a quick reference to the Cate•ism of the Catholic Church would re·al that indulgences could always have
:en obtained by meeting certain condims. Contrary to popular belief, Church
>etrine has never condoned financial retirements for indulgences and outlawed
'Y such requirements in 1567. Truthful
:pictions of the Church's teachings are
tal to discussions about its global mis:m and outreach, especially in areas
ricken by disease, poverty, and hatred.
That mission of global outreach re:ntly brought Pope Benedict to AlDSagued Mrica. During an in-flight
.terview, the Pope stated that AlDS
annot be overcome through the disibution of condoms,..which can even
~nedict XVI

increase the problem.',.The "problem" of
which he spoke was not a singular infection through the use of a condom in one
encounter but the spread of AlDS as a
whole. In that context Pope Benedict's
statement is backed by leading scientists in the field of AIDS research. James
Shelton of the U.S. Bureau for Global
Health lists "condoms are the answer" as
one of the top ten misconceptions about
AIDS epidemics. He states that "condoms see!l1 to foster disinhibition, in
which people engage in risky sex either
with condoms or with the intention of
using condoms." The Pope echoes Shelton's point: Distributing condoms gives
a false sense of security and could cause
individuals to have multiple partners.
Shelton goes so far as to say, "Truthfully
our priority must be on the key driver
of generalised epidemics - concurrent
[(non-monogamous)] partnerships. "The
argument that sexual behavior cannot
and will not change i$ also a myth Shelton addresses. Declines in multiple partners were accompanied by significant reductions in H I V incidence in Kenya and
eastern Zimbabwe. Edward Green, an
AIDS researcher at Harvard, notes that
in "every Mrican country in which HIV
infections have declined, this decline has
been associated with a decrease in the
proportion of men and women reporting more than one sex partner over the
course of a year." Decreasing such behavior is exactly what Catholic teachings and
organizations promote. Although widely
misconstrued, the Pope's statements
about preventing the spread of AIDS
are supported by objective research and
clearly stated with the best interests of
the population in mind.
Much like the Pope's statements
about AIDS prevention, excommunication is frequently misunderstood. There
are two forms of excommunication: Jerendae sententiae and latae sententiae. Fe-

Much like the Pope's statements about AIDS
prevention, excommunication is frequently
misunderstood.

''

Po pe Benedict XVI. Phot o cour tesy of Wikimedia Commons

rendae sententiae is imposed by the judg-

ment of an ecclesiastical official such as
the pope, but latae sententiae is incurred
automatically when a person commits
one of several serious offenses. According to the 19~3 Code of Canon Law,
abortion is on_!: of those offenses and has
been condemned sirice the earliest days
of the Church. Accomplices incur the
same penalty by enabling the offense.
Because of that law, the doctors and
mother in Brazil who were involved in
procuring the abortion of the twins of a
nine-year-old girl automatically excommunicated themselves. Archbishop Jose
Cardoso Sobrinho merely announced
the penalty dictated b.r Church law. The
young girl was neither excommunicated
nor was she held responsible for the actions of her mother and.the doctors. The
situation is unquestionably tragic, but
t:l)e death of the two children only intensifies that tragedy. Young age pregnancy
does not requ.ire or necessitate abortion.
There is a history of young mothers most of whom were rape victims - that
did not procure abortions. The youngest
mother on record was only five years old ·
when she gave birth to her son in'Peru in
1939. In 1979, a ten-year-old girl in Indianapolis gave birth to twins. Between
2006 and 2008 there were several cases

of girls, ranging in age from 8 to 11, becoming mothers. The Church supports
medical procedures during a pregnancy
if the purpose is to save the mother's life,
but the primary intent should never be to
destroy innocent human life. The dire situation of the nine-year-old Brazilian girl
is truly difficult, but tht!'re is reason to
believe that the murder of her twins was
not necessary.
Once examined, the statements of
Pope Benedict XVI are found to be in
accord with the opinions of leading scientists and Church teachings. They are
words of truth based on proven facts,
not "irresponsible, dangerous, and knowingly dishonest discourse."He speaks for
the Church out of a deep understanding
of the principles defended by believers
for centuries - especially the sanctity
of all human life. Pope Benedict's and
Archbishop Sobrinho's statements were
carried out in a spirit of compassion and
sincerity to convey a message of hope for
the people of Mrica, for the victims of
violence and rape, and for the people of
the world.•

Matt gets misrepresmud by the medium offunlx;use
mirron all the tirnL.
Disru.ss this ar!Uk at pmp,Mtde1/gs.qluf
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Department of In ~ustice Memo
. .
.....

..
..:......

dicious explanation that dictates why
the OLC does not believe the acts in
.. :•
question should be regarded as torture
..
in light of that definition .
- .
However, what should give you,
by billy easley
is how much the OLC has to
pause
billyeasley2@gmail.com
bridge the gap between Congress's intent and the ambiguity of the law. For
lf you are an American, you owe it instance, Jay Bybee, one of the lawyers
to yourself and your count.ry to read the responsible for these documents, utilizrecently released Department ofJustice es a "good faith" belief in order to disre(DOJ) memoranda. Those 80 pages of gard the intent of the interrogators.
I don't take i~sue with the invocation
documents should be required reading
but not to satiate disdain for the Bush of"good faith." I do find it perplexing,
Administration or to harden resolve however, is that an argument dealing
in either direction regarding the issue with such a sensitive matter invokes
blind faith on numerous occasions.
of torture. Excise your partisanship·For instance, when the legality of
our understanding of these documents
needs to be guided by both conscience waterboarding is discussed, the OLC
immediately acknowledges that the
and reason.
There are three aspects of these doc- technique constitutes "a threat of
uments that must be critically exam- imminent death,"which would mean the
ined by the public: the language of the technique also constitutes "prolonged
law, the extraordinary circumstances in mental harm" and thus ful.6.lls the
which they were made, and the reality "severe mental pain" qualification that
of what the determinations wrought. would make it its use illegal.
Based on the OLC's own
If we follow those guidelines to understand the documents, perhaps we interpretation of the law, it would be
can reach a rational and well-informed logical to assume that waterboarding is
conclusion about how . the Bush Ad- torture. But it's important to describe
ministration's Office of Legal Counsel not only what waterboarding is but also
the history behind its use.
(OLC) came to its decision.
Waterboarding is an interrogation
The memonmda consist primarily
of interpretations of t~e meaning of technique that causes detainees to
torture as defined by Congress in Sec- experience ~hat many have described
tion 2340A of the U.S. Code. There are as simulated drowning - though far
two phrases in the definition that give more important than its definition is its
the OLC pause in its interpretation: sordid history. It's a technique that has
whether the "defendant specifically been reviled for centuries - from the
intended to inflict severe physical or Spanish Inquisition to World War II.
Despite that, the .OLC comes to
mental pain or suffering" and whether
a ~ifferent conclusion: "prolonged
harm was a result of the action.
What follows is a thorough and ju- mental harm must be of a lasting
duration." Since it can't be determined
that the trauma resulting from being
subjected to waterboarding would
I do find it
result in mental trauma that would last
"months or years," it's found to be a
perplexing, however,
viable interrogation technique.
is that an argument
One of the justifications for this
turnabout is the assertion that "relief
dealing with such
is almost immediate" after a detainee
a sensitive matter
experiences what the OLC regards as
"simply a controlled acute episode."
invokes blind faith on
Ridiculous. There are countless
hypothetical
situations that illustrate
numerous occas1ons.' '
how broken the logic dispensed in some

. ..:•

ii

.....

of the memos is; allow me to illustrate
one that is grounded in truth .
My dad was stationed in Camp
Anaconda, I raq in 2004. Had he been
captured and subjected to any of these
techniques, it would have been decried
without question without doubt
- as torture, not blithely disregarded
as an "episode." It wouldn't have
mattered how swiftly ",relief" arrived
afterwards.
We should temper our initjal
response of revulsion toward the use
of these techniques with the "totality
of the circumstances" in which they ·
were used.
Each of the authors of the OLC
memos outlines of these techniques
with strict guidelines for when they
can be allowed: The detainee has to
be a "high-ranking" al-~eaa member
(according to jay Bybee), "the CIA
must have credible intelligence ~at
a terrorist attack is imminent" before
waterboarding should be allowep.}
(according to Steven Bradbury, head
of OLC), and all other forms of
interrogation should be exhausted
before the implementation of these
techniques can occur.
The general sentiment reB.ected in
each memorandum is acknowledgement
that those techniques are to be utilized
against "a small number of detainees in
very limited circumstances."
However, the facts demonstrate
an inherent disregard for these limits
and distinctions. All the concerns
echoed within these memos regarding
the potential for the abuse of these
techniques have come to fruition;
none of the lawyers who drafted those
memos would have advocated for
Khalid Sheik Mohammed, one of the
masterminds behind the 9/11 attacks,
to be waterboarded more than 80 times.
Numerous sources have corroborated
the claim that these detainees were
revealing crucial intelligence before
these techniques were implemented.
If the current stream ofinformation
available to the public is only the tip
of the iceberg, then the sad reality
seems almost certain: The use of these
techniques was not only unacceptable,
but also unnecessary. If there are indeed
documents that assert Dick Cheney's

argument for the effectiveness of these
techniques, we should see them for
what they are - the exception, not
the rule.
However, I feel compelled to admit
that if my dad's life had been saved
from information gleaned from a
detainee, I wouldn't have cared how the
intelligence was gathered, except every
time I read these memos, my feelings
only crystallize - there's something
dark in their word~
There's something here for which
my dad never fought and of which no
American should be proud. •
Billy r~leased his qwn "Departmmt ofSexy· memtJs.

.
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The Cowardice.of 'Brave·
We are assured that these techniques
are strictly regulated and monitored
compromise
and are applied o nly in the case of the
detainee who the Central Intelligence
principles of this
Agency "has reason to believe" is a
by art zachary
magnitude in tile
member of al-O!ieda, has knowledge
arr.uchllt)'@gmail.com
of an imminent attack, or poses a
face of a threat,
direct threat to America upon release.
"With the release ofthe Department
Some familiar faces among the
whether real
of Justice (DO]) memos regarding punditry want to remind us that these
or imagined, is
"interrogation techniques to be used methods of interrogation are in the
·on a high value al- O!ieda detainee," best interest of American security
unacceptable.
Americans are being made to face the and that the temporarily imposed
stark realities of the world in which discomfort of evil men is worth the
they live. Where once our safety was lives that might be saved by actionable of American hegemony, if we are
the product of vigilance and bravery, it intelligence.
willing to commingle with our basest
is now used as an affirmative defense
What about opportunity cost? opponents and engage actively in
in the court of public opinion.
What do we give up for our gains? such an opprobrious offense against
This defense is put forward as an The question becomes one of context. humanity as torture?
attempt to legitimize the barbaric During several, justifiable outbursts
That the current administration
practice of so called "advanced on air this week, Fox News anchor stands in opposition to these practices
interrogation,"which is fundamentally Shepard Smith implied, whether is a positive sign, to be sure. And it
out of synch with both American and knowingly or ~ot, the greater question: may be true, as is argued by many,
international law and more abstractly "I'm not saying what is tortUre, and that America would be ill-served in
with the normative idea of what what is not torture, but ... whatever it pursuing retribution against those
America o·ught to be.
is, you don't do it for me."
who facilitated these practices. We
I t is perhaps easier to take the hig h face a whole host of problem.s in the
In the DOJ memos, a cold
justification couched in the familiar road when the argument is framed present, perhaps too many to pursue
f ramework of legal prose outlines in terms of the safety of others: Is redress for wrongs of the past, that
the progress of the techniques of torture for the possibility of actionable require considerable attention.
interrogation.
information to save American
We must accept that the damage
According to the DO], sleep lives worth sacrificing American done will manifest itself in greater
deprivation does not constitute principles?
mistrust of America, both at home
torture, as long as th-e detainee is no t
Frame the question, as Smith has, and abroad. We must accept that we
made to remain awake for more than with the focus on the individual and have given, through short-sighted
180 consecutive hours. According to an entirely different question arises: application of brutality, pre-packaged
the DOJ, waterboarding, a technique is the chance of improving my safety, propaganda to mobilize and compel
with roots that stretch back to via these means, worth sacrificing action and incite fear on the global
the Spanish Inquisition, does not American principles?
stage.
The further we delve into the
constitute torture as long· as in any
W hat we must not accept is that
30-day period, and subject to a dozen darkness, the starker the moral 'this lapse in vigilance was anything but
further stipulations, no 24 consecutive ambiguity becomes. One simply the corru ption of the powerful few. We
hours contain cumulative applications cannot divorce the intent of the must not accept the practice of torture
of water which in sum exceed i2 action from the weight of the effect as anything but abhorrent to our
minutes total.
it has on everything America stands notions of the rule of law, justice, and
According to the DOJ, forced for. To compromise principles of humanity at the most basic level. We
nudity, dietary manipulation, direct this magnitude in the face of a must not let this dark time in American
physical contact, confinement, stress threat, whether real or imagined, is history overshadow the good in us, in
positions, water dousing, and any unacceptable.
our country, and in our ideals.
combination of these and other
What value is there in a constitution
We must remember that, as difficult
approved techniques do not constitute which prohibits cruel and unusual as it is at times to believe, the world is
tortUre. It is only when one oversteps the punishment, if we are not willing to a beautiful place and worth fighti ng
guidelines that an act of interrogation extend such guarantees to those whose for. •
becomes indefensible. Only a breach personal sanctity is most vulnerable to
of the outlined protocol constitutes a the whim of abuses of power - the
Art Zachary turns into o jtt ondflies into the sun
violation of the detainee's humanity. prisoner of war?
'<WT"J time somtont coils torturt patriotic. •
How chillingly bureaucratic.
What good has come of 70 years
.Disruss this artide at liJIIP,.Htt/pllqutfu!
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We must
not accept the
practice of torture
as anythin~ but
abhorrent to our
notions of the rule
of law, justice, and
humanity at the
most basic level.
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It ain't easy being green, but it's fun and rewarding
ple aren't willing to spend. When there's not an equal
and opposite reaction there's nothing. There's just a
bunch of negating, and that's no fun.
So spending makes perfect logical sense,
and many-people see the logic, but they refuse
to be the person willing to spend the money and
possibly lose it. And one person is not going to
make a huge difference. So we have to strategize.
l figure we already have it imprinted in our brains
that going green is good. It's one of those things where
people will really stare you down if you don't believe in
saving the environment. And the economy is an even
more pressing matter that relates to us now, in real
time. Not for the future generations ahead.
So spread the word. Tell all your friends about it!

by connie kao
connieebo@gmail.coll)

Going green: it's the new "in thing." A1
Gore is the man of the h our. Solar panels,
recycling opportunities ... we have corn syrup
straws and cups and lids at my work now, which are
so biodegradable that all you have to do is throw some
hot water on them and they warp.
It's neat that 'we can have recycled-glass-bottle
earrings, recycled tote bags, and a Radiohead shirt
made from tiny fragments of PET bottles. Mhmm
soft. Even restaurants
are reeycling their
food.

Of course I'm talking about The Economy.
Sure the environment's swell, but the economy really
rings my bell.
So what's OlY solution?
GO GREEN. RECYCLE MONEY.
See, here's the problem. People are concerned about
their economic status. They use their heads, look at their
spending habits, and realize they didn't need that Jvtargaritaville blender. Very sensibly, they realize they could
cut down on their ~enditures.
. Well, my neighbor thi.nks so too. As does her grandmother. And her employer. And her niece. Along with
her evil twin So everyone nere has gone through _careful thinking and realized "hey I should stop spending; I
want to ensure more stability in my finances." It's logi~

They serve a meal to the patron and keep all the
leftovers and re-serve them. Just kidding about that last
part. But there are earth-friendly restaurants -just
not ones that serve leftovers.
Recyclfng has become hip and fashionable, but there
are still people who haven't caught on. The whole "help
the earth because our children's grandchildren will reap
the consequences" thing makes us recognize the problem but some people are near sighted to where they
don't give a flying £
Which is fine. I'm not condemning anyone.
I f we really want people to start getting excited about
going green, we need to hit them with a problem that's
going on right now, not some distant future. L et's give
recycling immediacy and relevance, instlad ofjust making it hip.

~

But everyone is thinking the same thing. Even the
richest of the rich think that they don't need that extrayagant luxury item. They think by not spending
they're helping the economy.
But then what happens? No one's buying anything.
Everyone's gone bankrupt.
Boo hoo.
That is why everyone should hire me as the next
economist, because I say: Let 's recycle money.
You see those green bucks? Recycle them. Use them
and they'll come back to you. Those green bucks go into
businesses' accounts. The businesses do better. They can
keep people employed now. No more pay cuts, layoffs.
People are feeling more secure in their jobs. They
start spending yet more money. Pump money into the
economy, and it Bows back into people's pockets. That's
how it works. It takes two to tango. You can't just hoard
all your dough and expect the economy to keep spitting
money at you.
Hiding money _away and refusing t9 spend just creates a..downward spiral where it is impossible for stores
and businesses·to do _well when there'~ no ne:w money
to be had. And when the stores aren't doing well, peo-

Sample conversation:
A: So I like this going green campaign. Recycling
is the shizz.
B: Yeah it is!
A: So I say why don't we recycle money? W e spend
it, it comes back, and it saves our weak ailing economy.
B: You're right! Because I really care about recycling! ·
A: It's settled, we'll recycle money. Now ... where do
I get the money from? •
Connie Kao lueps a com-post heap in h" apartm~rit ... gross.
Discuss tbis article at am,P.utdgUas:cdu/
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Avast,Ye Readers!
Somalian Pirates arrr romantic attention grabbers (and scary)
· a hero in the eyes of starving relatives.
Furthermore piracy qrings attention
to the plight of Somalia, highlights the
danger of ignoring humanitarian·trises,
and shows just how dangerous anarchy is.
by alice post
When
pirates in poor regions can attack ·
post.alice@yahoo.com
the tons of material goods going to fatten
already-bloated countries, why wouldn't
·When most people think of pirates, they?
such names as Sir Francis Drake, Captain
Of course stealing is wrong and atBlackbeard, and perhaps even the .Dread tacking people cannot be forgiven. That
Pirate Roberts come to mind. Loot and is clear. However, wars and terrorist
plunder on the high seas, the risk of be- attacks no longer grab people's ating caught and hanged, spectaculadights tention - they're just so common.
with cannons and, of course, swords Poverty ceased to be newsworthy
it's all so exciting and cinematically ap- when news ceased to be muckpealing, isn't it?
raking. Lack of government is
Switch to 21st century international only worth hearing about when
sea trade, and lo and behold' pitA~Y con- a congressman has a sex scandal.
tinues. Sword_s and cannons have "tut:>fied Islamist militant groups ,in Soto AK-47s and rocket_propelled grenades. malia get no attention, even when
Wooden ships with billowing sails h~ve they publicly announce ties with albeen replaced with small motored skiffs. ~eda. So kudos to you, pirates, for fiThe targets are no longer just merchant nally hitting the pocketbooks of industry
vessels: Pirates have moved up to cruise and attracting the attention of the world.
liners, military ships, and difficult-toCountries pledged more than $213
board container ships. Pirating has be- million to boost security in Somalia and
come a hybrid of kidnapping and theft, halt the piracy. A proposal to lift a 16with ship invaders holding both vessel year-old arms embargo so the government
and crew hostage while a middleman ne- can fight against pirates and groups such
gotiates the ransom.
as al-Shabaab shows promise. Agreeing
.Even witho!lt swordplay, modem day to support the government, in spite of
piracy - not the pansy illegal digital its faults, acknowledges that piracy will
downloading - is a dramatic practice continue unless a stable government exthat instills fear in entire nations. Des- ists. Somali individuals benefit from both
peration, anarchy, conflict, and action all piracy and the reactions to curtail it.
However, the many incredibly worrimix into its complex plot.
Pirating incidents occur with the some aspects of the situation in Somagreatest frequency off the coast of So- li~- will remain. Ticked-off fishermen
malia in the Gulf of Aden. The area has. Will not have magically restore-d fi~hing
heavily traveled shipping routes near grounds. Enforcing the authority of
coastlines of heavily impoverished coun- current president will be easier s.aid than
tries. With no official government there done. Islamist militants generally control
since 1991, with much of the population · the southern region of Somalia, and powsurviving only thanks to foreign aid, and er struggles within clans are particularly
with little to no economic opportunity, it destabilizing. Peacekeeping troops are
should come as no surprise that Somali likely to cause more division, and a Somali cleric calls the Mrican Union troops
pirates ranked No. 1 in Pirates Weekly.
The justifications for piracy outnum- "bacteria." It is questionable·whether auber the many dead Jack Sparrows in Davy thority will be restored effectively.
Jones's Locker: retribution for the illegal
Mter all, drought an·d the · corredumping that kill,ed fishing opportuni: sponding famine cannot be solv~d by:tlie
ties, financial gain,- service to the nation· United Nations. Militants' claims of tiesin protecting its coastline, and becoming to al-~eda illustrate a growing ·'prob-

'the

lem of having local grievance~ adopt the

~oup. New- ~~~~~==~!~!~~~~~

ly
wealthy
pirates
wi.lt be upset
rhetoric:
of that
infamol:IS
- and' perhaps viol!!nt - when
their ma,in (and plentiful)
source of income is taken
from them.

Crunching
the numbers of the
.=.... ../
?:::::.-._--- --' largely government../
less country is both
Illustration by jeffrey miranda
intriguing _and disheartening.
When the government was overthrown
in 1991, the economy (both official and tiny. More needs to be done but probably
unofficial) appeared to be relatively in- won't be until the pirates capture another
tact. One reason could be that roughly military vessel and recapture the world's
two thirds of the economy is agricultur- attention.
If you take a step· ba~k to examine the
ally based'..Because of conflict, however, .
mote than oile million fko'P.le have been ' pirate situ\ltioi1; 'yoti'll. 'find 'that pi:racy
intenl:ally 'd1splaced. Life ·(;xpectancy 'is has a little bit: tb offer everyone.· Ai:.a~·
around 50 years. ~om alia's · GDP is at demics go giddy over the complexity of
$2.6 billion, and its e.xternal debt around the issues at stake. Mainstream media
$3 billion.
can finally offer a foreign policy story
The reality check on the $213 million under a sexy "Pi.iates!!!" label. Regional
in pledged money (r~rninder: pledges governments get more aid and attention.
do not guarantee actual funding) comes Insurance companies reimburse shipping
after comparison. The sitting president companies for losses. The only losers are
of the transitional government wants to the insurance companies. 2009 is just not
establish a police force and a national their year.•
·security·force. Those are'_gdod intentions.Keep in mind that the Mgh·an security A lie, Post wish~s she were 011 a boat, bz;t 01;~ for the
forces have cost more th-:in $15 billion . jlippyjlopfi~s aminautical-themed pashmina afghan.
Discuss this artick Ill am.f>,utdpJ1gudu!
since 2004. Those pledges are insultingly
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ood Heroes
How TV and movies willfix the crisis

by alex garcia topete
a.j.garcia-topere@student.utdallas.edu·

The Roman writer Juvenal summarized
politics in one brilliant phrase: "to the people ... bread and circuses." Two thousand
years later, that adage has become a political axiom - a tool to manipulate the masses through bribery and diversion. However,
said "bread and circuses" can prove to be
crucial for the sanity of a troubled nation, as
long as the efforts of entertainment do not
spring from a controlling government but
from among the people. After all, did not
Homer, Aristotle, Da Vinci, Shakespeare,
and Picasso belong to times of social distress rather than utopian peace?
So who will rise in our times of distress, of terror, of pandemics, of economic
crisis, of global warming? The same ones
who rose during World War II and the
great depression will come to rescue the
United States from the abyss with popu-

lar acclaim: our heroes from Hollywood.
Casablanca, Gone with the Wind and Snow
White didii't just sweep the Oscars and rule
the box-office - they also helped a nation
cope with distress, and established a tradition of strengthening morale through the
magic of showbiz.
Show business (officially called the
entertainment industry) was, without a
doubt, one of the best results of World War
II. Granted, movie studios already existed
before the war; heck, the studio system was
even judged to be a Microsoft-like monopoly. Nevertheless, it was WWII and the federal support it prompted that consolidated
the film industry, along with automakers
and the then-new aviation companies.
Movies, in essence, were the "circus"
that the government needed, though one
that focused on the issues while mitigating
them, rather th;m a circus for diversion and
mere distraction.
Thenceforth, movies (and later, television) became the means for expressing the
needs, hopes, and dreams of the people (as
does any other art), and a hardship-coping
mechanism for the masses, independent of
the government.

The Justice League of movie-heroes comes to save us from our economic woes. Photoillusrration

Ultimately, TV-show cancellations and
As proof that showbiz might be one of
the strongest fundamental parts of contem- · renewals are attempts fo maximize prof~
porary American society, let's consider and its in the showbiz branches to ameliorate
compare the current situation of the three the general 'losses of the parent company.
WWII offshoots: moviemakers, automak- Another case that prompts cancellations
ers, and airlines. General Motors, Ford, and involves sponsors cutting off their financial
Chrysler are verging on corporate death if support for a show. A show without sponthe U.S. Government does not bail them sorship ceases to be an investment, becomout financially, and most airlines (such as ing an expense for the studio. It's just how
American and Continental) are struggling showbiz works; it is a business after all ·
to keep their numbers in the black, while
The most deplorable side ofTV cancelthe studios have taken neither government lations mixed with corporate greed comes
bailouts nor drastic cutback measures.
in the shape of bad decisions and tele-baRather, they remain one of the United sura (TV-trash, coined by Spanish filmStates' main exports, with some (such as maker Pedro Almodovar) - good shows
1he Dark Knight) single-handedly bringing get shut down to make way for s%#tier
billions to the feeble economy. Hollywood shows that can rack up more money and
has proven stronger and smarter than Wall followers regardless of quality just because
Street during this economic downturn.
they are cheaper from the start.
There have still been cutbacks, (mainly
For instance, ABC pulled the plug on
cancellations ofTV shows) some unfortu- Pushirzg Daisies, an excellent show that was
nate, others just bound to happen. However, part dark comedy and part whodunit, in orthe measures should be blamed on the fact der to have an extra hour for Dancing with
that all TV-film studios are owned by par- the Stars, one of the many reality shows. A
ent companies-(yes, General Electric does similar fate awaits FOX's Doffhouse (sorry
own N'BC) which have their own financial ' for another failure, Joss Whedon) and
issues affecting their corporate decisions, NBC's Chuck, all of which occupy opening
timeslots for reality shows.
incluaing the studio-related ones.
Movies, on the other hand, are thriving
on their own amidst the crisis, thanks to
the herds of movie-watchers populating
the theaters to catch a break from reality.
In fact, Variety (THE showbiz magazine)
has reported that the box-office records of
the past weeks have not been so high since
the 1992-1993 periods - yet another time
of recession and transition.
With the summer comes the blockbuster season, inaugurated by X-Men Origins:
Wolverine and followed by a new Star Trek.
movie, sequels of Transformers and Terminator, and a promising (as always) DisneyPixar family film. This dosage of sci-fi is
expected not only to earn billions in the
United States and overseas but also to relieve an afflicted audience of their worries
for 90 minutes a week.
So let H ollywood save us from (economic) depression with some popcorn and
movie-magic.•

by Kenneth Gray

Last wttk, Alex saw afilm.
As be recalls, it was a horrorfilm.
Discuss this artie/~ ai 1J11JJ>.utdg/Jgs.~till!
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by kaitlin butler
kaitin.budcr@gmail.com

Bat for lashes

Two Suns
(Astralwerks)

Akron/Family
Set ~em Wild, Set ~em Free

(Dead Oceans)

On this album, her second under the
Bat for Lashes moniker, Natasha Khan
weaves an enchanted dreamscape of
dark imaginings and fairytale whimsy
redolent with images of longing, loss,
anticipation and deepest desire. While
fans ofTori Amos and Bjork will surely
appreciate her shimmering aesthetic,
Khan's closest musical kin is perhaps the
80s wunderkind Kate Bush.lf you need
a dose of dramatic eccentricity sung in
an otherworldly voice, look no further
than Two Sum.
Ostensibly a concept album about
Khan's alter ego Pearl, the album presents
itself as a journey of metaphysical selfdiscovery. That topic seems a bit heavy
for an 11-song album, and at times, the
themes don't seem to add up to anything
beyond . self-indulgent wandering;
however, in terms of sheer musicality,

On Akron/Family's latest release
(and their first for the Austin-based
D ead Oceans label), the band goes back
and forth berween its rwo main musical
personae: jolly psychedelic folk-rockers
and cacophonous jam-based noisemakers. While that divide has worked well
in past albums, in Set 'Em Wild, Set 'Em
Free, it tends to interrupt the flow of the
album by taking the listener from one
extreme to the next with no real sense of
order or purpose. Perhaps that's part of
the charm, though: Akron/Family revels
in shaking up expectations, in taking its
listeners through as many tempo-changes, key-shifts, and yelping melodies in
one song as some bands do over the
course of an entire album.
The whole album plays as a campfire
sing-along orchestrated by (increasingly
drunk) friends. Starting off, the melodies
and harmonies are tight, and the percussion flawless. As it progresses, though,
things fall apart: the songs become Jon. ger and more spastic, and dissonance ·

this may be one of the best albums of
2009 thus far.
Layered with sparkling vocals
and musky instrumentation, Khan's
delicate, dusky songs wind around and

trip over each other, each song more
complex than the next. She manages
to create something at once mysterious
and accessible, gloomy and hopefUl oftentimes in the same song.
The strength of Khan's songwriting
is paralleled by her incredible voice.
Located somewhere in the space

creeps in. The delicate beauty of the
opening songs is overshadowed by the
raucous shouting and almost prog-rock
posturing of the middle section. At the
end, they return to form, giving more of
the simple, earnest tunes at which they
excel.

The earthy, sincere songs tend to be
the best moments on the album. The
playful back-and-forth vocals on."River~
rise into an antlrem about the beauty of
nature, and form the best five minutes
of the entire set. While Akron/Family
co~d easily become caricatures of their
neo-hippie selves, songs like that redeem
them.
This ;collection ofsongs.d9es not truly

between the aforementioned Bj.o rk
and Kate Bush, with hints of Vashti
Bunyan . and new-age goddess-inspired
vocals, her voice hits even the highest
notes with a hint of dustiness. Heavy
with echoes and sighs, her voice only
enhances the ethereal feel of the album.
The strongest moments of the album
emerge when Khan allows her voice to
take center stage, not letting her need
for glittery studio tricks overpower it.
Khan's storytelling ability kept me
rapt from the first few words of the
glorious "Glass" right through the
haunting masterpiece "The Big Sleep."
All in all, this dreamscape is one to •
which I'll return whenever I need the
pure fantasy of the Brothers Grimm
(rather than the saccharine Disney
variety).

shine in its recorded version - the best
way to hear them is live.1ne mischievous
nature of the band can only be fully captured in the romping lightheartedness of
its live shows. Recording the songs takes
our the experiential element and, however much they tty, Akron/Family simply
cannot recreate a rambling sing-along in
a flat recording studio.
While I sometimes question their
choices (was it really necessary to end a
nearly six-minute-long song with an improvised version of "Auld Lang Srne"?
Really?), Akron/Family never bores me.
The constant .battle between noise and
melody makes for an interesting though
certainly not coherent listen. Set 'Em
Wild, Set 'Em Free is not Akron/Family's
best album, but I'd gladly take it over
most other bearded-hippie-folk-rocker
creations any day.•

Kaitlin Butler lwf1'Wt more odjectiver tho11 a11ybody
you'w ever mtl, rmlm you've'met KoiJ/in Butkr:
Diseuss this artitk at qnrp.utdllflas.edu!
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Ibis Month: Twisted Root

by brady spenrath
bds062000@urd.edu

As a long-time food lover, a question
I've always dealt with is, "What is
homemade?" Obviously, even if I warm it
at home, a frozen dinner from Stauffer's
is not homemade - I didn't "cook" it. So,
what ifl cook raw beef until it's brown and
then add it to Hamburger Helper? Then
I'll have cooked, but the seasoning, pasta,
and sauce were all made and compiled by
someone else - probably not homemade.
So then what if I make spaghetti and
meatballs from raw meat, and only the
pasta and the sauce were purchased from
Wal-Mart? At my house that counted
as "homemade" but thousands of Italian
chefs might be rolling in their graves every
time we call sauce from Wal-Mart on
Barilla noodles homemade. I don't know
where to draw the line about what is not
homemade, but I can tell you where to
discover what homemade is.
Twisted Root Burger Company, a
restaurant from Dallas that just opened
a satellite location at the corner of I-75
and Campbell, serves - no, not serves epitomizes homemade. The burger patties
- homemade. The all-beef hot dogs - ·
homemade. The curly fries, sweet potato
chips, and fried green beans- homemade.
The icc cream, root beer, and pickles homemade. Even the ketchup, the mustard, ,
and the barbecue sauce at every table were
made right at the restaurant. And it's not
"that-w.as-a-good-attcmpt" homemade or
'T 11-give-thcm -this-one-because-theytried-hard" homemade, this is seriously
"better-than-Granny's" homemade.
When talking about a restaurant that
ends in Burger 'Company, most people
would begin by describing the burgers.
I won't, though, because I don't think
Twisted Root would want me to.
See, "Twisted" doesn't refer just to the
roots they twist (you know, the curly fries);
it also refers to the atmosphere inside. The
first thing you'll notice is that no expense
was spared in purchasing the .absolute best .

Twisted Root is on the southeast corner of Campbell & 1-75 Photo courtesy of Mark Lauman

brown butcher paper and .IX1agic Markers
to make the overhead menus.
•
Only the finest and most expensive of
bumper stickers adorn the metal and wood
walls, and, of course, the beer selection is
placed in only the finest of iron buckets.
Sarcasm aside, the decor in Twisted
Root is anything but fancy, but it makes
you feel welcome no matter how you're
dressed or monetarily endowed. The music
is loud and frivolous (think "Men in Black"
by Will Smith), the staff enthusiastic and
chafty, a couple flat screen TVs adorn the
walls, and the bathrooms are lined with
chalkboards - the men's room, at least,
is surrounded .by Chuck Norri.s, jo,kes

(though I'm sure the women's room has its
own share of humor).
Mter you order, instead of getting a
boring number to have called when your
order's ready, you'll be dubbed one of many
pop culture references, such as Tony Stark,
Brown-Eyed Girl, or Curious George.
Before the glorious moment of your
food's arrival, though, be sure to try the
root beer. Every day, Twisted Root serves
two original flavors of its own, such as
butter pecan and cinnamon. You really
have to try each one, but my favorite is
Bananana, which tastes like a root beer
float made with banana ice cream.
Also, feel ftt!~ to try th.e spicy .pickles

from the all-you-can-eat bucket. They're
not that spicy, but tasty nonetheless.
Ordering a delicious milkshake isn't ll.bad
way to pass the time, but I'm sure ordering
an Adult Milkshake with Bailey's or
An1aretto is even more interesting (those
of you over 21 will have to let me know).
Yes, Twisted Root does have a full liquor
license, and it's even considering hosting
Beer Pong tournaments on Saturdays.
Now let's talk food. When you order a
burger, your choices aren't limited to the
usual beef, turkey, and veggie patties. I
can't make any promises regarding _flavor
since I haven't tried them yet, but Twisted
Root offers buffalo, venison, and ostrich
alternatives. There are build-your-ownburger prices and constantly-rotating,
limited-time-only specialty burgers. Both
are worthy options.
The same goes for the hot dogs, whose
potential toppings include mUd green
chills, guacamole, onion rings, and a
chipotlc sauce that will make even the most
hardened of jalapei'lo-lovers sweat (those
toppings are also available for burgers!).
The sides are all great, too. The best way
to try all the fried sides is to go on a Fried
Ride, which is a "best of" compilation of
Twisted's sides: curly fries, sweet potato
chips, fried pickles, onion strings, fried
green beans, and two different tangy
dipping sauces.
So I still don't know the point at which
food ceases to be homemade, but I do
know exactly what will come to mind
when I -hear "homemade" from now on.
I also know where I'll be going for my
burgers, hot dogs, and Adult MUkshakes
come September. Twisted Root is quirky,
delicious, close to campus, and welcoming
for everyone.
The only negative thing I can say is that
Twisted Root is not the cheapest burger in
town. Even saying that is a stretch, because
their prices are still absolutely fair, and their •
completely homemade food is worth every
penny. I mean, if this place is good enough
to be on Guy Fieri's Diners, Drive-Ins and
Dives, it's good enough for me. •

Brady btlitws Homemade iJ a dish best snwd /Wistd.

Ducuss this article at Rmp.utdallas.edu!

SHAMELESS ~ EBI\LOLITY
Congratulations

Shannon Bumpas
Winner of the March 2009 Caption Contest _
Your T-shirt and Tasty Eggroll await you with
the AMP editors
Post your captions as comments on the website AND email them with your
name to amodestproposal@gmailcom. 7he editors will select the best one
at the end ofihe month to be the winning caption. 7he winning caption
and some runners up will be published in next month's issue ofAMP! 7he
writer ofthe winning caption shall receive afree AMP T-shirt and afree
dinner at Tasty Egg Roll- editors' treat/'
Anyone may submit a caption, but only a current student ofthe University ofTexas at Dallas will win. Captions MUST have been submitted to
af!Jodestproposal@gmail com: No caption that hasn't been emailed to AMP
will be consideredfor the contest. So what are you waitingfor? Get those
creative jujcesflowing and get to work {click the imagefor a closer look}!
Questions, comments, and concerns should be sent to amodestproposaf@
gmail.com.

To Earth, Moon, Or Comet
flllllrJ iilut4

Dutoo lilt 2009

Illustration by richard badgeq

Sample Caption 1:

Kid. "Rectum.~"
Chief: "We nearly kilied 'em!"
Sample Caption 2:

Kid: "I 1·k
1 e 1ce
. cream.'"
Chief: "I am made ofwood."
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by alex palmer
alcxp@utdallas.edu
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Have any cross words or mijfed sentences for us? Send them to ~odestproposal@gmail.com
Whileyou're at it, visit http://amp.utdallas.edu and post on the forums.
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AMP is not responsihkfor GPA loss tbu to olnessiwpuz:r.k sol'lfing; AMP f4lus
creditfor increaspl GPA due to obsessiwpuzzk sol'lfing.
Discuss tlNse puz:r.ks at amp. H/Jgff4S.etful
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Obama releases a blackbird to check for dry land. He scores a 30 and makes fun of the mentally disabled to make up for it..

by Bam Japheth
Canadian Water Skiing Enthusiast
RICHARDSON (AMP) - At a recent press
conference, President Obama shocked the
White House Press corps. White. House
Spokesdude Such-and-such revealed to the
assembled reporters the prophetic Truth
of Lee Iacocca writ upon stone tablets and
passed down through the generations of
time.
"In the year 2009, great flood shall be
upon ye. The people's lamentation and
wailing will sound across the land, and there
sl:\all be much gnashizlg of teeth. Yet fear not,
for the Lord, in his infinite mercy, shall send
unto you a prophet.
A pure maiden from. an island paradise
shall conceiVe of the Lord's only other son.
He shall be Jesus' brother from another
mother. You shall know him by his stature,
his olive-toned skin, and his possible former
·association with terrorists.
Some shall find him not olive enough,
though others shall fear the change, but after
a long sojourn through the place of polling
he shall ascend to lead."
Yea and then Such-and·such returned
unto the bosom of the lord in a fiery burst
of awesome.
.
Once the glorious truth had been
revealed president Obama appeared to the

a

assembled faithful wearing a burlap sack
and sporting a wickedly overgrown beard.
And it was good.
"Come all ye faithful and hear the good
word. The Lord· has come unto me and
granted me a vision.
A great flood of toxic assets shall be visited
upon all those in this land who engage in
predatory lending practices. But do not
despair! 1 am creating. a great ark which
shall be filled with the fruits of America's
Auto industry; two of each car according to
make and model shall be saved.
In thanks, let us pray:
Our Economy, who art in shambles,
Hallowed be thy bailout.
Thy liquidity come.
Thy will be done,
On main street as it is in wall street.
Give us this day our daily stil:nulus check.
And forgive us our pay-day loans,
As we forgive those who foreclosed against us.
And lead us not into excessive debt,
But deliver us from communism.
For thine is the kingdom,
and the power, and the glory,
for at least four years.
Amen. •
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Texas: "Yeeeee HAW"

Scorchsecret.com
UTDBot predictions
Temocstradamus: "2009 will
be a year of boom times, killer
bees, and zombie wives"
THE
INTERNET (AMP)
Scorchsecret.com, the internet's
leading, and perhaps sole, source for
scientific haruspication-and augurybased precognizance, has released its
newest batch of certain future facts.
What follows are highlights of the
text, for the paranoid on the go.
First shemale president 2016.
Killer bee queen will take over US,
save economy with delicious honey
and queen jelly.
UTD campus looks good 2058.
Hell freezes over 2057 .•

Grand Vizier Perry, sporting his post secession regalia, showing the United States what he thinks of them.

by D'Brickashaw Cunningham
Special Secession Correspondant
AUSTIN (AMP) - In a characteristically
insane move last Thurdsay, Governor Rick
Perry announced Texas' secession from the
United States. He subsequently activated the
National Guard to sec:ure Texas' northern
border.
"It was no longer in the interests of the
great nation. of Texas to remain a part of a
failing union," said a defiant Perry, slowly
running his fingers through his hair. "I couldn't
stand the thought of our God-fearing Texas
children bearing the debts of those hippie
Californians, election-ruining Floridians, and
market collapsing New York elitist, commie,
progressive, Godless, anarchist, scummy ...
gasp ... yuppies. We're on our own from now
on."
President Obama has vowed to bring Texas
back into the United States by the end of this
year, promising special incentives for the
rebellious nation.
"Lower taxes on stirrups, a monopoly on
nationwide executions, and an $8000 incentive
for first time SUV buyers should lure them
back in," said Obama wearing ;. 10 -gallon hat
and a rhinestone bedazzled denim shirt.
The United States is beginning emergency
production of goods which it can no longer
import from Texas, including conceit,
evangelism, and pecan pie.

Initial reports from within the new nation
have been few. What little the United States
public has learned about conditions in Texas
has come from Texan refugees who made the
dangerous and illegal border-crossing into
the US.
"It's terrible!" said a sunburned and
saddle-sore illegal immigrant. "My teenage
daughter spontaneously got pregnant, and I
swear people suddenly got stupider. It's like
everyone forgot how to read overnight."
Speaking of stupid people with magically
pregnant teenage daughters, Governor Sarah
Palin of Alaska claimed the secession was no
surprise move.
"I seceded Alaska from the US right after
Obarna was elected, doncha know? Why
doesn't anyone listen to Alaska?"
The White House interviewed potential
candidates to fill Texas' now-avacant spot
in the United States. Jarnaca got the first
nod but failed the prerequisite drug test.
Canada stood conspicuously by the selection
committee glancing nervously for hours. It
was begrudgingly allowed into the union only
after promising to produce an infinite supply
of maple syrup, bacon, and mounties.
After the official secession announcement
the new Grand Vizier of Texas, Rick Perry,
made his first official statement by ·doing
donuts in a pink Cadillac on the white house
lawn screaming "Suck it America." •

AI Franken's Opponent
Challenges Existence,
thinks world a product of
Human Instrumentality Project
Minneapolis (AMP) - In an interview
after the latest election results, Norm
Coleman stated:
"Al Franken's victory has really
shaken my worldview. I ate these
brownies and suddenly realized what 1f this is all a dream? I mean, I
couldn't have lost to a comedian. We
must not really be here: we're just a
figment of some kid 's imagination.
The third dimension's a lie. It 's just
some weird projection. Look at that
tree. You can't prove that I can see that
tree. See what I mean? Everything's
upside down.
What if I'm just the me inside your
head? Or what if you're just the version
of you inside mine? Nothing's real. It's
all what we create around us."
After a few hours, Coleman filed a
motion challenging the recount and
promptly affirmed, "Of course the
world's real. I'll win on appeal and
that'll prove it." •

